Faculty Achievements and Activities
University Libraries

Awards and Honors

Lundstrom, Kacy

USU Merrill-Cazier Library Faculty Award, USU Merrill-Cazier Library, (June 2012).

Publications/Intellectual Contributions

Davis, Erin Lee

Renew, Reflect, Rejoice: Immersion to the Rescue, (September 2012), College and Research Libraries News, 73, 482-484.

Lundstrom, Kacy


Martin, Pamela Nicole


Renew, Reflect, Rejoice: Immersion to the Rescue, (September 2012), College and Research Libraries News, 73, 482-484.

Presentations and Posters

Buttars, Ann

Golden Aggies Class of (year), September 1994.

Clement, Susanne K


Davis, Erin Lee

Look mom, my name's in print! Lessons learned from newly published librarians, June 2012.

When student's look sleepy: Making research relevant and demanding, June 2012.

Publish or perish: Honest perspectives from naive librarians, April 2012.

Lundstrom, Kacy

Look mom, my name's in print! Lessons learned from newly published librarians, June 2012.
When student's look sleepy: Making research relevant and demanding, June 2012.

How subject librarians make better IRs and how IRs make better subject librarians., April 2012.

Publish or perish: Honest perspectives from naive librarians, April 2012.

**Martin, Pamela Nicole**

Look mom, my name's in print! Lessons learned from newly published librarians, June 2012.

Publish or perish: Honest perspectives from naive librarians, April 2012.

**Parson, Robert E.**

Recommencing History: Volume III of Providence and her People, March 4, 2009.

Capturing and Preserving the Institutional Record, November 17, 2006.

Border Wars and the Bear River Project, August 2, 2006.

An Historical Summary of Water Development in Utah, March 9, 2005.

**Pumphrey, Clinton R**


Digitizing Items from Special Collections: The USU Approach", May 24, 2012.

"Social Media--Understanding It and Making It Work", October 20, 2011.